
A professional tool -
made for professionals 
by a professional 

High quality rubber 

Created in Iowa City -
Manufactured in Iowa 

Covers any standard 
floor drain 

1" hardwood handle 
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Always use caution using any 
tool. Please adhere to all 
OSHA safety guidelines. 



Got a Problem Clog? 

We may just have a 
solution for that! 

Problem: Shower Won't Drain 
Solution: Place 
your Sewerman 
Plunger over the 
drain & plunge 
until it opens . If 
you can't get a 
good seal over the 
drain, use the "dishtowel donut" . 

Problem: Floor Drain Clogged 
Solution : Check the drain to 
verify that it's not backed up. Do 
this by running water somewhere 
else on the same line . If the water 
comes up , call a sewer & drain 
professional. If it's just the floor 
drain that's clogged , place your 
Sewerman Plunger over the drain 
& plunge until open. Use the 
"towel donut" trick for a good seal. 

Problem: Tub Won't Drain 
Solution: Remove 
the overflow cover. 
Place a wet rag in 
the opening. Plunge 
the drain with your 
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Sewerman Plunger until open. 

Problem: Bathroom Sink Won't Drain 
Solution: Remove the stopper if it 

can be removed . If not, 
ensure that it remains open. 
Plug the overflow opening 
with a wet rag . Plunge drain 

with Sewerman Plunger until open. 

Problem: Can't Get a Good Seal? 
Solution : Form a wet dish towel 
into a "donut" & place 
between Plunger and 
surface area (drain, 
toilet, disposal , etc .) 
Plunge until open. 
Remove towel after plunging . 

Problem: Clogged Toilet 
Solution: Plunge toilet with your 
Sewerman Plunger until it's 
unclogged . If still stopped up, give 
it 1-2 hours (with water standing 
on it) & try again . 

Problem: Clogged Disposal 
Solution: Unplug the disposal. 
Place a finger between disposal 
drain & Sewerman Plunger. 
Depress your Sewerman Plunger 
& remove finger. Draw the 
Sewerman Plunger handle 
upward . Repeat as needed . 

Problem: One Side of the Kitchen 
Sink Won't Drain 

Solution: Place your 
Sewerman Plunger over the 
drain. Lightly make attempt to 
depress the Sewerman 
Plunger. If there 's a lot of back 
pressure or resistance , then 
use the "one finger trick" and 
draw back until you feel some 
release . 

If these tips are unsuccessful, call 
your local sewer & drain technician. 
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